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Author Ben Shapiro's new novel, the New York Times bestseller, asks how close we are to the collapse of our country - and will we have to stop it once it begins? America is falling apart. An illegal immigration crisis has erupted along America's southern border -- there are race riots in Detroit -- a fiery rancher turned
militia leader has vowed revenge on the president for his serleet policies -- and the world's most notorious terrorist is planning a massive attack that could destroy the U.S. as we know it. Meanwhile the president is too consumed by seeking legacy to see the deep life of our country. Brett Hawthorne is the youngest
general in the U.S. Army -- and he's stuck, alone, behind enemy lines in Afghanistan. He is the last lost soldier of a failed war, fighting to stay alive and return home -- but will he be able to stop America's collapse in time? Dean Traylor is an independent writer and teacher who writes about various subjects, including
education and creative writing. Protecting conservative elements may be Ben Shapiro's calling, but writing fiction is not. True loyalty is Shapiro's experience in an action-filled political thriller. It may have heroes and villains falling for the sanctity of the country, but it passes through five interconnected stories afflued with
two-dimensional characters, bizarre conspiracy theories of contemporary political groups, and tons of misguided or ambiguous allegories designed to represent his warped worldviews. A little background on Shapiro if you have conservative friends on social media - or you, yourself, lean right - you probably know a lot
about Shapiro. This 30-something pandit has become the boy wonder among those who lean to the right. As a result, it's no surprise to see his articles re-published on Facebook or Twitter on a daily basis. Shapiro comes with an impressive resume. He graduated from UCLA and then Harvard Law School. After that, he
ended up as a writer and editor in several publications such as Breitbart News (who served as editor-in-chief at one point) and Newsweek. He also hosted a radio show and podcast in Los Angeles, and served as a contributing commentator on Fox and CNN. He also founded the popular conservative website The Daily
Wire and currently serves as editor and commander. Ben Shapiro is also a controversial figure who has composed several nonfiction books such as Brainwashing, Primetime Propaganda: The True Story of How the Left Took Over Your Television and Bullies: How the Left's Culture of Fear and Intimidation Silences
Americans. The latter suggests that the Liberals are a victim to the Conservatives; This is a subject that permeates throughout his writing; Especially, in the pages of true loyalty, famous for saying: Facts don't care about how you feel. - Maybe the facts don't care about your story, Five stories are connected Ineptitude.As,
true loyalty is usually five stories with some threads connecting them. These threads are loose and fragile, and throughout the story, readers find themselves jumping from one plot to another (sometimes, not returning to the main story until several chapters go by). Writing components can take the plot to these lines and
weave them seamlessly. Shapiro can't do it. Simply put, each story has its own plot and motif, and they don't blend in enough to create a bigger story that true loyalty used to be. True loyalty begins with a prologue (which is perhaps the best part of the story). It's also the shortest of the five. Essentially, a mother and
daughter find themselves trapped on the George Washington Bridge just as a terrorist wields a bomb that drops the structure. They are innocent victims and we get to feel the fear that the attack creates, as well as the realization and fear that these two will not survive it - and they know it too. The prologue is a great hook
to attract readers. Shapiro's march creates tension. Plus, he produces two characters you're interested in and end up mourning in their final moments. The hook may draw readers in; However, they soon discover that there is not much there to keep their attention. Then he chuckled Prescott's smile. — Ben Shapiro, true
loyalty The other schemes (including the main ones) line up as follows: A young general serving in Afghanistan must escape the clutches of terrorists in Iran and return to the United States to stop another attack. A California farmer considered a domestic terrorist by the government joins an anti-government biker gang
(whose members insist, time and again, that they are not white supremacists!) and decides to go on a quest to save a Detroit police officer she believes was wrongly accused of shooting a young black youth. The governor of Texas and his assistant (the young general's wife) go to war with drug cartels along the Mexican
border. African-American drug lord plots complex (convoluted) plot to take over Detroit... And maybe other cities, too. The only thread to tie all these plots together is the story's main adversary, a corrupt president with a socialist agenda who puts state security at stake so he can get a work plan through Congress and has
his moment in the media to torment his legacy. All this in a book containing just over 230 pages! ... A man's bear, six three bare feet and 250kg in his underwear, with a make-up blond crew cut and a granite-carved face. — Ben Shapiro, a true alligance Who's the hero? The plot about the young general is the main one.
It's obvious that Shapiro Long back story for General Brett Hawthorne. In addition, he describes Hawthorne as the embodiment of masculinity by writing a man's bear, six three bare feet and 25kg in his underwear, with a makeup blonde crew cut and a granite-carved face. The description did not elud criticism by critics.
Several mentioned that it sounded suspiciously homoerotic. That's ironic, considering Thistle has a long history of homophobic comments. Ostensibly, Hawthorne is a brilliant man who can quickly absorb languages, especially Arabic and Pesto (which he somehow learned, as Shapiro points out). Also, his Farsi is limited.
A strange statement given that Afghanistan's two official languages, Pashtot and Derry, are closely related to the fact Farsi.In, Dari (the most widely spoken language int the country) is also called an Afghan Persian and is often used in Kabul for business or government deals. Pashtou belongs to the same family in the
Indo-Iranian language and instituer with some of the same Persian words. Also, it is not uncommon for both languages to be blended. Many in the country are bilingual or multilingual, given that there are other Persian dialects and mild languages spoken in the country. Given that Hawthorne is competent in language,
and served in Afghanistan, he could be an elojat Derry speaker, as well as pashtamphori's political allegories.Shapiro, Maddie the Storyteet, is not easy to ignore Shapiro's political views. So, it shouldn't come as a surprise that true loyalty isn't immune to it. Shapiro's politics pollute this blunt story, adding unintended rage
and laughter. It's one thing to be railing against liberals; However, it's a whole new nuisance when it overdoses on readers with a rambling rampage mixed with off-base descriptions, unrealistic cartoons and confusing imagination. In terms of narrative quality, the many plots do not serve the story in any way other than to
push it towards a climatic conclusion. On Shapiro's personal level, the plots - as well as the characters - appear as people's allegories and a factor he likes or doesn't like. An example of this comes from the story in which the farmer became a rebel. Soledad's story (the farmer's name) echoes the real Bundy Ranch
debate in Nevada, as well as the story in Oregon in the final years of President Obama's presidency. Soldad lashes out at the government over regulations made during a devastating drought that has left her bankrupt and on the verge of losing her property. In a rare case of character spectrum, he makes her a heroic
leader of an anti-government, semi-military biker gang. In a way, he praises her -- and indirectly praises the Bundy clans. Lévon's twisted plan Not all all allegories paint a beautiful picture. The story involving Lone Williams takes And a skeptical twist. Lone describes as an educated drug lord with a bold and cunning plan
to take over Detroit. He is directing a shooting that involved a white police officer and a young black man designed to consolidate the African-American community to protest. In the move, he manipulates the outrage (even directing the assassination of a civil rights leader to further effect), becomes the de facto leader of a
grassroots organization with the grieving mother (who does not know Lent's intent), and uses secret channels with politicians to eventually form a police reform commission. There is no doubt that the organization established in the story is an allegory for the Black Lives Matter (BLM) movement, at least in the way Shapiro
sees them. In Shapiro's interpretation of the group, they are easy revolutionaries to maneuver to seek vigilante justice against an officer while unsyntifully helping a fraudulent artist rise to political power. The failure of the suspension of disbelief The winding plan found in the Lone Williams plot defies logic and is worth
mentioning for a number of reasons. While much of the story is tainted by flobs and inaccuracies, this particular storyline takes the failure of the suspension of distrust to a whole new level. Almost every story written can get away with suspending disbelief. Simply put, they contain scenes, instruments or events that a
person can have as part of the story, even though they are not based in reality. In space films, we get the sound of a space explosion, even if it's impossible. In addition, we get some phloobs as poetic sharks. In many ways, if it really doesn't materialize the story, the audience will accept it. However, when a writer has
too many inaccuracies or misinterpretations of actual events, the problems become remarkably long-lasting. Lone William's story is the most striking on two levels. First of all, African-Americans in the story are actually caricatures. Lone is a drug dealer despite being educated in college (I guess in Shapiro's world, that
makes him a drug dealer and not a street crook). Many (not just in the L lent plot) are depicted as cows focusing on bricks to harass. Detroit was an idiot. But it was [L lone] sh**hole. Ben Shapiro, true loyalty The only arc is to a minor character found in the Story of Brett Hawthorne. He's mentioned in a flashback as a
smart-ass and understands the street and helps Brett talk himself out of messy situations. He later appears in the book as a converted Islamic named Hassan who helps Brett shortly before he was killed. Second, Shapiro's dialogues with African-Americans are better suited to a 1970s black exploitation film than a story
set in the 21st century. One wonders if Shapiro did sea research on this matter. Finally, there's Löfven's cunning plan. In the story, a cop (who was rescued) Soledad later) confronts a black boy in an abandoned building. The boy challenges the officer (with a jive speech of the 70s that Shapiro thinks is still in fashion)
before sniping a gun and pointing it at the officer. After several warnings, the officer shoots and kills the boy. Later, he discovers the boy had a plastic gun. It also turns out that Lavon hired the boy and told him to point the plastic gun at a police officer as he attacked him. He even lies to the boy by stating that the officer
will never push the trigger. Of course, the officer who pulled the trigger was part of Lone's plan; like everything else in this story, the officer's unintentional action fell into place. The amazing part of this plan is that everything has to fall apart for it to work. The boy's mother intervenes, the community intervenes, and Lavon
is there to take advantage of it. Shapiro may have thought it was wise when he invented it; But it became increasingly unbelievable (and laughable) – even for the work of fiction. Shapiro's president, Mark Prescott, could be by one or both of them. This unintended allegory was mentioned in several publications that
President Prescott, the chief bum and antagonist of the story, loosely based on President Obama. However, Shapiro may have done not in another president's allegory recipe. President Prescott is supposed to be a media pig who wants all the attention and fame he can get. He would do almost anything, including
behind-the-scenes dealings with foreign governments, suspected terrorist organizations, and well-known criminal organizations. Oddly enough, it sounds more like President Trump. Shapiro argued that he does not support Trump. It's hard to say how real that statement is. One can only surmise that if he deliberately
represented Trump (the book was published in 2016 when Trump was nominated). The rest of the passengers looked around in discomfort, paralyzed by a strange inability to overcome their political integrity. - Ben Shapiro, true loyalty, so who's going to read this? There's one thing that works in Shapiro's favor. He has a
fan base willing to pay for the guilt found in this book. The book includes glowing reviews of Amazon and the latest film cover of the New York Times bestselling icon. So, it's almost unlikely, his fans will find fault with the story... Well, not all of them. One Shapiro fan wrote that she usually liked his philosophy, but she

didn't like the story. Too bad there aren't enough fans like her to be so honest. Spoiler alert! It works into the story. © 2019 Dean Traylor Traylor
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